The Privileged Appliance and Modules (TPAM) 2.5.923

Required Installation Instructions

IMPORTANT! YOU MUST APPLY OSPATCH_4474419 AND THEN REBOOT PRIOR TO UPGRADING TO 2.5.923. FOR INFORMATION ON THIS PATCH, PLEASE REFER TO KB 313930. Please follow the specific installation steps within the TPAM 2.5.923 Release Notes.

IMPORTANT! ONCE YOU APPLY THE TPAM 2.5.923 PATCH, YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO REVERT TO AN EARLIER VERSION OF TPAM. TPAM 2.5.923 is a major patch with Operating System updates that cannot be reverted.

IMPORTANT! THE 2.5.923 PATCH COULD TAKE UP TO AN HOUR TO COMPLETE, PLEASE BE PATIENT TO GIVE IT TIME TO INSTALL AND REPLICATE TO THE REPLICAS BEFORE REBOOTING.

IMPORTANT! WE RECOMMEND PLACING THE APPLIANCE IN MAINTENANCE MODE AND REBOOTING BEFORE AND AFTER THE PATCH HAS APPLIED.

This patch will update a TPAM 2.5.920 through 2.5.922 appliance to the latest released version of 2.5.923. The minimum version in order to apply the patch is 2.5.920. Warning: Since this patch can take a significant amount of time to apply, the failover interval needs to be increased for any failover replicas to prevent them from failing over and not getting upgraded.

Key: zJdoPH2iqs

Option: /genkey

NOTE: If using TPAM API's a new version of the API must be downloaded and the applications using them updated. When using the APIs or CLI, it is possible the syntax of the commands, parameters and output changes between TPAM versions. Refer to the TPAM 2.5 Administration Guide under chapters "CLİ Commands" and "Application Programming Interface (API)".